Ottawa County Road Commission & Township Collaboration

Authority for Road Maintenance
Obligation & Responsibility
The Ottawa County Road Commission exists to maintain reasonably safe and efficient roads
and bridges for the people of
Michigan (P.A. 283, 1909).
This is done while practicing
sound financial management, respecting the environment, and
remaining sensitive to community
concerns.
A dedicated, skilled, and hardworking staff helps us carry out

maintenance tasks each day.
Our crew’s efforts include, but
aren’t limited to, patching potholes, grading and patching
shoulders, grading gravel roads,
maintaining roadside drainage,
and performing winter maintenance operations. Our road
maintenance activities are generally broken down into several different categories: routine, preventative, emergency, and planned
maintenance (see sidebar).

Ottawa County Road Mileage Breakdown
Primary, Paved = 427

Subdivision = 435

Local, Paved = 532

—————————————

Local, Gravel = 310

Total = 1,703

Local Road Maintenance Overview
Township Collaboration
The OCRC and townships have a
unique relationship regarding local road construction and
maintenance.

mission to resurface or reconstruct subdivision streets, pave
local gravel roads, or apply dust
control.

The Road Commission maintains all local streets year-round.

When possible, the townships
assist in funding these local road
improvements as they primarily
benefit residents in a specific
area.

However, funding constraints
limit the ability of the Road Com-
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Routine Maintenance
These activities are routinely
done as cyclic or reactive work
types. Cyclic maintenance examples include street sweeping or shoulder grading and reactive examples include pothole patching.

Preventative Maintenance
These activities are periodic
inexpensive treatments of road
pavement which provide protection, decrease the rate of
deterioration, and add service
life to the pavement.
Examples include crack sealing, seal coat surfacing, and
skip paving.

Emergency Maintenance
These activities cannot be estimated with any certainty in advance. Examples include storm
related damage or culvert failures.

Planned Maintenance
These activities are identified
through strategic planning and
asset management.
Examples include reconstruction and resurfacing.

http://www.ottawacorc.com/ | 616-842-5400 | info@ottawacorc.com

Pothole Patching

Gravel Road

Method of Repair

Maintenance Overview

Potholes become plentiful in
the spring as frost comes
out of the ground. As a result, Road Commission
workers work hard to fill potholes along area roads as
they’re spotted and reported.

Gravel road maintenance
activities include periodic
grading, the addition of
gravel at spot locations
and vegetation control.

As weather and resources
allow, the Road Commission
will also use a long-lasting
injection system that cleans
the pothole area, applies a
tack coat, and places the
patch material into the pothole.
What you can do
If you see a pothole, please
report it to us by using our
online service request form
on our website at
www.ottawacorc.com.
You can also call our main
office at 616-842-5400 to
make a service request.

As funding allows, the
Road Commission will perform gravel resurfacing
and drainage maintenance.
A continued cost sharing
program with Townships
for gravel resurfacing will
be outlined in the OCRC’s
annual Strategic Improvement Plan.
In another partnership effort, the townships select
and purchase dust control
materials, and determine
the frequency and location
of applications. The Road
Commission will then
grade the roads prior to
placement of the dust control.

Preventative maintenance is an
economical way of maintaining a
road by extending the time between construction and reconstruction. These treatment
methods include:
Crack Sealing
The crack or joint is cleaned and
an over-band layer of rubberized
asphalt is placed to fill the void
that can extend the road service
life 3-10 years
Seal Coat Surfacing
A three-step process with a layer
of asphalt emulsion, a layer of
chip aggregates, and a fog sealant
that can extend the road service
life 5-7 years.
Cape Seal Surfacing
A combination of a layer of seal
coat without a fog sealant that is
covered by a layer of micro su facing that can extend the road service life 5-7 years.
Skip Paving
A single layer bituminous overlay
for a short segment of roadway
that is usually only a couple hundred feet in length that can extend
the road service life 5-7 years.

Winter Maintenance Operations
A policy was developed to provide cost effective winter maintenance operations and to inform the
public about the level of winter maintenance services for roadways maintained by the Road Commission.
Winter maintenance operations are conducted in accordance with the established priority system
based on traffic volumes, road classification, and location. The priorities are as follows:
1 – State Trunklines (such as I-96, U.S. 31, and M-45)
2 – Multi-lane Primary Roads
3 – Primary Roads
4 – Local Paved Roads
5 – Subdivision Streets
6 – Local Gravel Roads
7 – Dead End Streets and Cul-de-sacs

